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TRAINING THE SWAT TRAINERLegal Mandates
and Practical Suggestions for Improving Police
Tactical PerformanceCharles C Thomas Publisher
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Simplified Chinese edition of No Easy Day: The Firsthand
Account of the Mission That Killed Osama Bin Laden - a New
York Times bestseller. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
South African Secret Service head of counter terrorism,
Angelique Dawson, is leading a classic hostage rescue
mission where an aircraft is held by eco-terrorists threatening
to release very dangerous snakes and killing the hostages.
The aircraft must be retaken and the hostages secured. As
always the book is full of twists and plots. If you want to know
how Special Forces and secret agents work together in covert
operations before storming an aircraft, read this story. You
will learn about covert operations, Special Forces techniques
and military history not known outside the select few and the
GMJ Books are based on facts. Whatever is said here, can
be proven. This is Book 17 of the popular GMJ Series.

The urbanization of warfare has necessitated the
kind of precision targeting that only small arms can
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deliver. Weapons not often seen on the battlefield
can prove useful, even indispensible, in an urban
setting. This expert reference guide examines in
detail the most successful small arms in use and
how changes in warfare have affected how those
weapons are used and have transformed the small
arms industry. Professional soldiers, law
enforcement officers and students and researchers
of small arms will gain a working knowledge of the
most common and successful urban combat
weapons (including some currently in development).
Revision of: Tactical medicine essentials / John E.
Campbell...[et. al.]. c2002.
As SWAT has become more established within the police
community, a certain language and jargon has also evolved
with it. THE SWAT CYCLOPEDIA has been developed as a
basic reference for this terminology as well as other state-ofthe-art information associated with the police special
weapons and tactics function. Within this source is a wide
range of technical data pertaining to the tactical topics of
training, equipment, deployment, operational strategies,
slang, quotes, helpful hints and historical details, along with
scores of other informative features. So that a more
comprehensive understanding of the world of SWAT can be
obtained, such topics as counter-terrorism, domestic
terrorism, and international terrorism have also been
included. In order to make the book more useful, many of the
terms in the text have been cross-referenced. It will be of
interest to police officers assigned to a SWAT team, as well
as to those individuals who are interested in tactical response
operations and what is involved in this law enforcement
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function. The manual encompasses certain administrative
considerations that pertain to the organization and
management of an agency's SWAT program, and therefore, it
is also designed to provide particular assistance to the tactical
commander seeking solutions or to the law enforcement
executive who may be planning the incorporation of a special
weapons and tactics unit within his or her agency.
Few areas in American law enforcement are characterized by
the frequency, quality, and magnitude of innovations as the
advances found in tactical operations. To introduce new
equipment and methods during an actual operation without
adequate instruction, assessment, preparation, and practice
not only invites failure but also subjects an entire
organizational chain of command to preventable criticism and
avoidable litigation. The purpose of this manual is to
introduce police instructional personnel to the legal,
administrative, and safety issues associated with this very
critical area of police training. Its purpose is not to create a
cookbook approach to tactical training or even develop a
better instructional cadre but rather to present the guidelines
to mitigate litigation both at the individual and organizational
levels through a proactive approach to the occasional
criticism directed toward police tactical training. Major topics
include: the SWAT instructor, establishing learning goals and
objectives and writing lesson plans, engaging the student,
presenting the material, training aids and facilities, the need
for continuous training and evaluation, documentation,
adhering to standards of the profession, and special
considerations of training in defense tactics. The book’s
recurring theme is the warning that any technique, tactic, or
new technology taught by an instructor must be applied in a
manner that is consistent with existing organizational policy,
state and federal legislation, and relevant case law.
Substantial legal and operational guidelines are provided that
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are needed by tactical leaders to develop and improve their
leadership skills and tactical success. Additionally, the
appendices contain a wealth of information regarding state
law enforcement regulatory agencies; national, regional, and
state tactical officer associations; sample lesson plans,
including evaluation drills; instructor evaluation questionnaire;
and curriculum evaluation.
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